Fitting & Tube-Cleaning Brushes - Plumbing & HVAC/R
Made in the U.S.A.
#6300 Heavy-Duty, Professional Carbon Steel Fitting Brush - Premium Quality AAA
Sets the industry's standard for quality. Double-stem (4 wire) double-spiral construction. Heavygauge galvanized stem wire and oil-tempered, high-carbon fill wire delivers a stiffer brush
action and longer life. Each brush is clearly marked with nominal size, UPC and is individually
boxed. Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from 1/8" to 2".

#6400 Heavy-Duty, Professional Stainless Steel Fitting Brush - Premium Quality AAA
Sets the industry's standard for quality. Double-stem (4 wire), double-spiral construction.
Heavy-gauge galvanized stem wire and stainless steel straight fill wire to deliver a stiffer
brush action. Each brush is clearly marked with actual size, UPC and is individually boxed.
Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 2-1/2".

#6700 Heavy-Duty, Professional Stainless Steel Fitting Brush - Superior Quality AA
Next in quality to the #6300 Series. Double stem, single-spiral construction with heavy-gauge
galvanized stem wire and spring-tempered stainless steel fill bristles are standard and prevent
rust. Nominal (I.D.) sizes from 1/8" to 2". Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 2-1/8".

#6100 "Hard-Head" Carbon Steel Fitting Brush - Superior Quality AA
Features a protective galvanized end plate that prevents damage to valve seats
and seals, extends brush life and prevents misuse in undersized fittings. Constructed with
heavy-gauge galvanized stem wire and high carbon fill wire. Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from
3/8" to 2".

#6100 Standard Carbon Steel Fitting Brush - Good Quality A
Another "industry standard"and an inexpensive brush to clean fittings. High carbon crimped steel
bristles cut faster and last longer than similar brushes. Two-wire galvanized stem. Nominal (I.D.)
sizes range from 1/8" to 2".

#9400 Standard Stainless Steel Fitting Brush - Good Quality A
Stainless steel single-spiral construction and two-wire galvanized stem fastens securely
into a plastic contoured handle. Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 2-1/2".

#6801 All Stainless Steel, Rust-Resistant "Quick Twist Plus" Brush - Superior Quality AA
The only "all" stainless steel, spark-proof, rust-proof fitting brush on the market; both stem and
fill wire. Easy-to-grip, soft, non-slip handle is easy to spot in any toolbox. Nominal (I.D.) sizes
range from 1/8" to 2-1/2". Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 2-5/8".

#6800 All Stainless Steel, Rust-Resistant "Quick Twist" Brush - Superior Quality AA
The only "all" stainless steel, spark-proof, rust-proof fitting brush on the
market; both stem and fill wire. The 3" and 4" I.D. brushes come with a "Thandle" for ease of use on larger fittings. Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from
1/8" to 4". Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 4-1/8".

#9601 Soft-Twist Carbon Steel
Fitting Brush - Good Quality A
Economical brush with galvanized stem wire and stainless steel bristles. Easy-to-grip, soft, nonslip handle is easy to spot in any toolbox. Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from 1/8" to 2". Actual (O.D.)
sizes from 1/4" to 2-1/8".

#9600 Standard Carbon Steel Fitting Brush - Good Quality A
Economical brush with galvanized stem wire and stainless steel bristles.
Nominal (I.D.) sizes from 1/8" to 2". Actual (O.D.) sizes from 1/4" to 2-1/8".

Fitting & Tube-Cleaning Brushes - Plumbing & HVAC/R
Made in the U.S.A.
Power-Deuce Brush
#6600 Series
1/4" Hex Shank
Power Fitting Brushes

The Power-Deuce is two brushes in one, so you
can clean the outside diameter of copper tube
and inside diameter of fittings without changing
tools! The hex shank inserts into any drill for
power use, and if your drill quits, you can use it
as a hand tool. It’s fast and easy - saving time
and money.
The Power-Deuce is a patented*, self-cleaning
brush with rust-proof, stainless steel bristles for
plumbing and HVAC projects. The brush actually removes copper residual and any buildup when you switch from a
fitting brush to the OD tube cleaning brush. A heavy-duty ABS
housing is impact resistant and protects bristles so they retain
their shape and prolongs brush life. Available in 1/2" I.D. (5/8"
O.D.) and 3/4" I.D. (7/8" O.D.)
*Patent #6,393,645

#6200 Series Hand
Tube Cleaning Brush
Cleans and scores the outside diameter of tubing
with minimum effort. Plumbing Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from 1/8"
to 1". Refrigeration Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 1-1/8".

Four-in-One
Brush

The only high-quality,
contractor-grade tube cleaning
and fitting brush on the market.
Made of high impact engineered plastic,
designed for easy parts replacement. Ideal
for every tool box. Available in high carbon steel
for plumbing and stainless steel for refrigeration. Brushes
are individually packaged in poly-bags or carded for POP
display. Replacement parts are also offered to extend brush life.

Patent #4,038,715

Six-in-One
Brush

Our Six-in-One brush #70266
performs the same functions as our
Four-in-One brush, and deburrs the
inside diameter of 1/2" and 3/4" tubing with a
hardened steel reamer/deburrer! This one tool
will clean the I.D. of 1/2" and 3/4" fittings and O.D. of
1/2" and 3/4" tubing. It will also ream and debur the I.D. of
tubing to meet most plumbing/building codes. The Six-in-One
brushing deburring tool is available in poly-bags with attractive,
three-color display packaging for point-of-purchase display.
Replacement parts are offered in a kit (#70269) to extend brush life.

Patent #5,791,005

Feature high carbon or stainless steel
bristles that provide long brush life and
clean fittings and tubing in seconds. These
brushes have been beefed up to provide
greater strength and longer wear under
the rigors of power drills and presses.
Plumbing Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from
1/4" to 4". Refrigeration Actual (O.D.)
sizes range from 3/8" to 4-1/8". Note:
Power brushes should always be run in a
clockwise direction.

Quik-Change Chuck Adapter
Change Mill-Rose power brushes
and other 1/4" hex-shank tools fast with the Quik-Change chuck
adapter. Inserts in 1/4" and 3/8" drill chucks.

Power Brush, Nutdriver &
Screwdriver Kits
Two kits (for plumbing or refrigeration)
contain everything needed to accessorize
power drills to clean fittings and tubing
fast! Each kit contains 1/4" hex shank power
fitting and tube cleaning brushes in a range of sizes, and magnetic
power nut drivers and screwdriver bits. Mill-Rose power brushes are
ideal for quick cleaning of fittings, tubing, drill holes, as well as
deburring metal, plastic and other materials.

#6200 Series
Power Tube
Cleaning Brushes
Make fast work of projects requiring a number of solder or brazed
fittings. Tube cleaning brushes are available with 1/4" hex shanks for
use with a Quik-Change Chuck Adapter or standard drill chucks.
Plumbing Nominal (I.D.) sizes range from 1/8" to 1". Refrigeration
Actual (O.D.) sizes range from 1/4" to 1-1/8".

#200 Series Double Spiral
Power Fitting Brushes
Used where a beefed up brush is needed to withstand the rigors of
being driven by heavy-duty power tools, drills and drill presses.
Double stem, double-spiral construction.
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